“Helping children understand THEIR world”

“Helping children understand THEIR world”

A fun and engaging child-centric,
online platform of diverse tools to
help children understand their world.
Thinkably is a collection of digital
books, audio and video content on
topical themes, including mental
health and wellbeing, bullying,
prejudice, tech anxiety and many
other issues facing our children.
Meet

KLAUS

who provides navigation and fun
facts across the Thinkably site

Chapter One

IN A NUTSHELL
Who we are and what we do

Meet

DORK

our resident superhero!
So what’s his power?
Well, he can turn into anything
he reads about.

CREATING OPEN MINDS
Thinkably is a fun and engaging child-centric, online platform of diverse tools to help children understand their world

WHY?

WHAT?

HOW?

We CARE about what we are creating and
publishing. We aim to inspire children to enjoy
Thinkably’s thought-provoking content to help
open their minds.

Thinkably is a fun and engaging child-centric,
online platform of diverse tools to help children
understand their world and educate them on
many social topics. These vary from racism to
the coronavirus and everything in between,
giving children the key to create an open mind
in an increasingly challenging world.

Thinkably engages with groups of parents and
teachers to identify topics causing most
concern; those openly discussed, explored
online, through peer groups, or via older
siblings.

We RESPECT everyone: children,
parents/guardians; schools and teachers;
supporting companies, their employees and
customers; our team and contributing authors
across the world.
We INSPIRE. Thinkably will set children on a
journey to change their world.
We are FUN. Children learn better when they
are having fun.

For schools , Thinkably complements the
Personal, Social, Health and Economic (PSHE)
curriculum and global social learning.
At home, Thinkably provides a secure, private
learning environment for children, so parents
can be confident in both supervised and
unsupervised engagement.

Every month we release new content on our
App and website.
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These steering groups inform our creative team,
ensuring that Thinkably remains totally
relevant.

THINKABLY’S MANTRA:
“Children are always going to use tech, so let’s
make sure they learn at the same time!”

OUR STORY
Thinkably was born during the first Covid-19 lockdown

Thinkably has its roots in three journeys. At the heart, it is the marriage of Phil Knight, our
creative genius, Dean Horridge, our successful entrepreneurial CEO and Dorthe and Truett
Tate, passionate drivers of social responsibility.
Phil was inspired to found the Just Enough UK group after meeting actor Emma Thompson
in 2007. In his unique, charismatic way, he brought the horrors of modern slavery to the
attention of thousands. Just Enough focused on educating children on social causes
through in-school workshops.
Concerned by children’s inactivity during school holidays, Dean founded Fit For Sport in
1991, which focused on educating and engaging children and families through physical
activity. He sold this successful business to the global Junior Adventures Group in 2019.

Click on the book cover to learn more about the Thinkably story

Finally, Dorthe and Truett crossed paths with Phil and Dean through their engagements
with various social responsibility enterprises, but in particular, with Dorthe’s role on the
Board of Restore NYC, New York’s leading service provider for victims of human trafficking.
Dorthe became Chairman of Just Enough, USA. They capitalised on the opportunity to
leverage skills and experience at a time of increasing importance for online learning in
schools and homes across the UK and beyond.
Thus The Social Book Club was born, which has now evolved and grown into Thinkably.
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OUR VISION
Thinkably will be known as one of the great story tellers…

To Watch

To Entertain

To Listen

To Learn
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Chapter Two

THE WHOLE SHEBANG
Our product

Meet ELLA.
There is not a day that goes by that she
doesn’t learn something. Join her to
discover all sorts of things about the world.

CUSTOMER JOURNEY
Thinkably provides digital content, focusing on 3 distinct customer journeys – Children, Parents/Carers and Schools

Children

Homes

Schools

For children, the Thinkably App and website
are safe places for them to learn, think, question
and, most importantly, have fun.

Thinkably works closely with groups of parents
and children to identify topics that are causing most
concern and to ensure that content remains totally
relevant. This feedback culminates in diverse
digital content for children, to help them
understand their world and support them through
the challenges they may face. These resources are
created by Thinkably and external authors.

Thinkably's site is aligned with the Personal,
Social, Health and Economic (PSHE) education
curriculum.

Klaus the Crow character is our site guide and
hosts the welcome video which introduces
children to Thinkably.
Klaus features across the site: with regular
video squarks (updates), tips and
recommendations.
Children can search by age group, topic or just
look through the index of books, audiobooks
and videos.

The Thinkably App is secure - children are not able
to access other sites from the App. This gives
parents peace of mind and encourages children to
discover the content independently. The material is
created to support parents with challenging
questions from their children.
The subscription model means that all children in a
family can access resources on Thinkably as often
as they like.

School membership includes vibrant virtual
workshops on timely topics such as street
crime, anti-radicalisation and modern slavery
for delivery in class or assemblies.
Teachers have a step-by-step guide to enable
their class to benefit from the workshops and
additional resources, which include quizzes
and book recommendations for children to
continue learning in school and at home.
The workshops are created to help teachers
inspire conversations and open children's
minds.

We provide a clear customer journey across all user groups, providing books, audio, video and multimedia content, both via an App and our website
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THE APP
The Thinkably App will be a child-centric, secure space to discover, learn and have fun

At Thinkably we believe that technology can be used as a
powerful educational tool to help children in their social
and physical lives. Children are always going to use tech,
so let’s make sure they learn at the same time!
Thinkably is a
collection of
digital
books, audio
is
Thinkably
and video content
on topical themes,
including mental
health and wellbeing,
bullying, prejudice,
tech anxiety and
many other issues
facing children.

Multimedia

The Thinkably App will be a safe place for children to
enjoy stories and characters – in some cases revisiting
what they have already learnt in school, creating a vital
and consistent learning resource for teachers and
parents.
The layout will be simple, fun and easy to use for children
to search and find what interests and/or concerns them.
Our goal is to offer an App that parents fully trust and
children enjoy!
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THE WEBSITE
The Thinkably website has been designed for schools, with additional content and materials for teachers

Busy teachers, deputy heads and heads have a myriad of resources and tools
at their disposal - both digital and physical - so it's vital Thinkably is highly
intuitive, visual and enjoyable to navigate and use.
Our App uses enticing images and synopses to channel children and parents
directly towards stories and messages that appeal. The website utilises the
same content but is designed to showcase the breadth of resources we've
created, to support teachers and educate children in fun and engaging ways,
right across the spectrum of age, culture, interest, learning style and ability.

Providing separate delivery platforms for two distinct audiences - Home
and School – also allows us to promote a unique offering to teachers;
Virtual and Live Workshops on a range of challenging and crucial topics.
The 'press and play' Virtual series has provided a highly scalable solution to
the current global challenges of remote and safe learning.
Klaus the crow appears
throughout the site and
App, aiding navigation,
engaging and entertaining
children.
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CONTENT CREATION
Our creative team writes and illustrates contemporary stories and releases new content every month

Authors

Remuneration

There are thousands of potential part-time, or
occasional authors around the globe with compelling
real-life stories to tell. Thinkably offers these authors a
zero-cost pathway - from story completion to online
publication - in just a matter of days.

In the future, as revenues allow, the intention is to offer
a return to authors, in line with the number of recorded
reads, or listens.

We have content from 20 authors (and counting!) on
Thinkably. Authors are from the UK, USA, Australia,
Romania, UAE & Ireland and range from 9 years old
upwards.
We publish at least 4 books per month and invite
contributions from people of any age, nationality and
background to add their stories and illustrations to the
incredible variety of work on Thinkably.

As of today, however, we have managed to attract talent
on a no-cost basis. Alongside our authors, we can utilise
the vast array of global artistic talent that resides in
students and naturally gifted amateur illustrators. We
provide them with an opportunity to illustrate
meaningful children’s stories, which allows them to
showcase their published creations on resumés and
portfolios and assist with career or personal objectives.

Thinkably Themes
▪ Anxiety
▪ Bullying
▪ Coronavirus
▪ Environment
▪ Extremism
▪ Growing Up
▪ Happiness
▪ Health and Activity
▪ Human Rights
▪ Inclusion
▪ Mental Health
▪ Racism
▪ Slavery
▪ Street Crime

Our agile process ensures that we can instantly react
to global issues and events, quickly publishing relevant
material to support children, parents and teachers.

▪ Tech Anxiety
▪ World Issues
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VETTING PROCESS
Much of our content is aligned to the UK’s PSHE curriculum and is verified and approved by educational experts

Submission and approval process

Famous collaborator

▪ Authors submit their work – whether storyboards, words only, or a fully illustrated book to the Thinkably team
▪ An initial sense-check ensures the work fits with the Thinkably criteria; helping children understand their world
▪ The Education Quality Assurance Group (EQAG) then confirms the suitability of content and message
▪ Once approved, the work will be illustrated, if required, by the Thinkably internal team or an external illustrator

▪ The work will then be proofread
Click to play a little video message from Emma

▪ A contract will be raised and sent to the author for signature
▪ Upon receipt of the signed contract, the work will be released onto the site and App

▪ Selected titles can be printed in hard copy format for circulation by sponsors, partners and authors

Our co-founder Phil met actor
Dame Emma Thompson in 2007,
who introduced him to the horrific
world of modern slavery

▪ The Thinkably team may decide to create additional content around publications, i.e. thematic workshops,
supporting materials for teachers/schools, etc.

It set him on a journey to try and
change things for enslaved people

▪ All books are converted to ‘Flipping Book’ format and may be recorded as an audiobook, or filmed as a video story

Emma is a friend and supporter of
Thinkably
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CASE STUDY
Meet our youngest author, nine-year-old Summer Brennan

We were introduced to Summer Brennan
by our Chair Truett Tate.

Summer Brennan is a freespirited nine-year-old and
is currently our youngest
author

Summer’s book “Believe in Me” is one of
the most popular books on the site, both as
a reading and an audiobook. It is all about
Summer’s challenges with mathematics.

Summer is preparing for her 5th grade year at
Village Elementary School in the US. Her favourite
subjects include reading, writing and art.
Next to academics, Summer also participates in
Girls on The Run and recently finished her third
5k race.

Thinkably illustrated and published “Believe in Me”
and also printed copies for Summer and her family.

In her free time, Summer can be found with her
friends and younger sister enjoying activities
such as swimming, basketball and dancing.
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Summer has been selected to participate
in a collaborative journalism initiative
with Newsday, the daily newspaper for
Long Island, NY. This exciting partnership
entails students livestreaming and
digitally collaborating with journalists
and staff at Newsday. This will help to
further their understanding as they work
at developing and sharing local interest
stories with the community at large.
Students will appear in digital or print
versions of stories.

INITIAL FEEDBACK
The soft launch generated very promising feedback from early adopters

“Thinkably is an invaluable resource for children,
especially at this challenging time. The vibrant
content inspires curiosity and openness through
a vast selection of original stories. It gives
children the opportunity to address a wide
variety of topical issues such as bullying and
racism, as well as promoting creativity and both
physical and mental wellbeing.
The strength of Thinkably is its ability to remain
agile and responsive to new and existing features
of contemporary life. Its inception as an online
platform means it can be shared with children at
any time, in any place, to help clarify their
understanding and development of a world
which focuses upon positivity and the best
elements of humanity, within a local and global
context.”
Am Rai, Headteacher of Montpelier School,
Director of The National Teaching School at the
West London Teaching Alliance and National
Leader of Education UK

“We went on the site and I asked my daughter Nancy
‘which book would you like to read?’ She immediately
picked ‘Life After Lockdown’; even at 7 years old it was
the issue that was at the front of her mind. We went
through it together and she was really interested. It
became such an easy way to start having conversations
about feelings. Thinkably talks about what’s happening
in the world at the moment. My brother was in hospital
with COVID, so when we got to the section in the story
where it says ‘Mummy and Daddy were crying’, I said to
Nancy ‘you’ve seen that haven’t you?’ She said ‘oh
yes’. We would never have that sort of conversation
normally, as it would be really artificial, but as part of
the narrative, it felt really natural to talk about it then. I
thought it was just brilliant and interesting. It is so
powerful, what you’ve got. It’s almost like a translation
service for parents to be able to tackle these issues.”
Julie and Nancy, aged 7

“My three kids really enjoyed their time
in the library. I would like to say that one
unexpected bonus aspect was that their
computer skills also improved!
Thinkably gave each of my kids a reason
to put down their phones and go onto the
laptop to do something positive like read,
which really helped us both as parents.
They were more interested in going
online to read a story, rather than picking
up a book, which only rarely appeals.”
Sunny Sahota, Parent

“We read “Life After Lockdown” and as a
class we absolutely loved it.”
Hati Erol, Year 4 Achievement Leader and PSHE
Leader, Churchfield Primary School , Enfield UK
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Chapter Three

THE MEAT AND POTATOES
How we operate

Meet BLAKE.

Have you heard of Vitamin C?
Well, Blake and his broccoli friends
contain that, but also magical Vitamin K.

DISTRIBUTION
Thinkably has identified and proven multiple routes to market, from direct customer acquisitions to schools and sponsors

Schools

Homes

Corporates

There are around 21,000 Primary Schools
and 6,000 Secondary schools in the UK alone.

Thinkably plans to predominantly acquire new
customers directly in the future (via parents,
grandparents, friends and relatives), but is
profiting from school referrals and school
subsidies in the meantime.

Thinkably targets potential corporate partners and
sponsors, including:

Sales strategies depend on the school type, as
different buying behaviours/objectives apply:
▪ State schools
▪ Academies and Multi Academy Trusts
▪ Independent Schools
▪ Special Schools and Pupil Referral Units
▪ Secondary Schools

Gifting will play a major role in overall customer
acquisition going forward, especially around
special occasions (Christmas, birthdays, etc.).

Local Government plays a major role in the
purchasing of education services for State
Schools, with Central Government providing
ring-fenced funding within each local
authority.

▪ Businesses with links to education:
Sponsorship, PR and supporting opportunities, particularly
for those organisations with existing partnerships or local
relationships with schools (e.g Capita, Pearson, Learning
Technologies Group)

▪ Businesses focused on families:
Strong and relevant databases will be receptive to our 20%
discount for their customers and 40% reduction for their
own staff as part of an Employee Benefit Scheme
(e.g. Virgin, Sky, BBC, Sega)

▪ Philanthropic Businesses with a CSR budget
▪ Philanthropic Individuals:
HNW individuals and ‘Pied Piper’ types
(e.g. David Attenborough, Jamie Oliver, etc.), with Julia
Jones PhD, aka Dr. Rock, already on board
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PARTHERSHIP WITH SCHOOLS (1/2)
Thinkably has already been incorporated into the curriculum of schools around the world, e.g. the ‘School on the Lake’

‘School on the Lake’ is based in Austin, Texas. Founded by Sean and
Sarah Riley, the school is dedicated to bringing safe access to
education and the arts to families impacted by COVID-19 in the state
of Texas and beyond.

“We incorporated Thinkably into several aspects of the curriculum
including reading, writing, character education, and art. The stories
were incredibly thought-provoking and gave our teachers and
students an opportunity to discuss important social issues in a fun and
engaging way. The feedback from our families was extremely positive,
and we cannot wait for more stories to share with our small
community.
Thinkably is an absolute gem – we cannot recommend it highly
enough to anyone who wants a unique way to inspire children to
change the world around them”.
‘School on the Lake’, Austin, Texas, USA

Sarah Riley, Founder
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PARTHERSHIP WITH SCHOOLS (2/2)
Thinkably encourages supporters and partners to donate subscriptions to disadvantaged schools

“Ketava School, located in Lilongwe (Malawi) is owned and run
by my adopted daughter, Natacia Njobvu. Natacia’s mother Dorothy
founded the school over a decade ago. I knew her as a client of
Opportunity International, a micro-finance organisation that I was
involved with. Dorothy died of AIDS and I’ve taken care of her
children ever since, sending them to boarding school, college and
nursing school.
Natacia resurrected the school and has been working in the fistula
hospital as well. As you can imagine, I am extremely proud of her and
so excited that the school is up and doing well after the pandemic
shutdown.
Truett and I gave her school a subscription to Thinkably. She has over
100 kids, all lower school. It’s a private school, but low income. The
feedback from the school has been incredibly positive and we look
forward to reaching out to other schools across the globe”.
Ketava School, Lilongwe, Malawi

Dorthe Tate, Head of International
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WORKSHOPS
We’ve created and run highly successful in-class workshops across the UK and have now added a virtual workshop series

Live Workshops

Virtual Workshops

Our UK workshops cover key aspects of the three core themes set out in
the PSHE Association Guidance: (1) Health & Wellbeing (2) Relationships
and (3) Living in the Wider World - Economic wellbeing and being a
responsible citizen.

We offer a series of virtual workshops on challenging issues, such as antibullying, street crime and anti-radicalisation.
To help busy teachers confidently deliver, each workshop has a setup
guide, a recommended book-reading section, lesson prompts and a fun
quiz to help embed learning.

Subjects delivered to date include mental wellbeing, modern slavery,
radicalisation, knife crime and, of course, coping with the pandemic.
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CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
Proven ability to build brand equity and trust in cooperation with high profile corporate partners and supporters

Waitrose & Partners helped to develop a collection
of Thinkably books around healthy eating.
Dr Emma Williams, Waitrose Nutrition Manager,
supported with information for six new books
which are based on the government’s Eatwell
Guide recommendations.
Thinkably was featured in their free weekly
‘Waitrose Weekend’ newspaper and customers
were offered 20% off a home subscription.

John Lewis ‘Partner Choice’ have commissioned
two books that were written and illustrated by
Thinkably: “ The Virtual Monster’s Ball” for
Halloween and “Betty Makes Christmas”.

Thinkably partnered with RPC Law Firm –
a global law network with offices in the UK and
Asia with 750 employees across multiple sectors
and access to lawyers in over 100 countries.

These books have been recorded by members of
their team for their ‘Partner Choice’ intranet site
and have been viewed over 3,500 times.

We utilised their expert knowledge to collaborate
on ‘The Book of Law’ series.

John Lewis paid for 40 Waitrose and John Lewis
staff to win an annual membership and all other
staff receive a 40% discount.
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The company has paid for up to 100 of their staff
to receive an annual membership to Thinkably.

Chapter Four

Fortune favours the brave
Call to action

Meet

THE ACTIVE FIVE.

Five friends set off on an epic
adventure to find a missing baby
elephant, taken by poachers.

JOIN THE CLUB
Try one of our free books to begin your journey of discovery

Click on the book covers to experience Thinkably in action
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PRICING MODEL
Thinkably offers a fairly priced digital subscription model for both schools and private households

SCHOOLS

299

HOMES

GBP/Year

4.99
49.99

SPONSORSHIP

5,000

GBP/Month

GBP

▪ Schools will act as a catalyst for
Home subscriptions by means of
referrals and school subsidies
▪ An additional referral program will
be implemented to incentivise
consumers to spread the word
▪ Gifting will play a major role in
overall customer acquisition going
forward, especially around special
occasions (Christmas, birthdays, etc.)

GBP/Year

▪ Philanthropic or CSR sponsorships
will finance content creation going
forward

THINKABLY‘S VALUE PROPOSITION TOWARDS BOTH SCHOOLS AND HOMES WILL INCREASE OVER TIME IN LINE WITH OUR CONTENT LIBRARY
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GET INVOLVED
Become a Thinkably Ambassador and support us in helping children understand their world

All Thinkably Ambassadors will
receive the following benefits:
▪ Special listing on the Thinkably
website
FOUNDING SPONSOR

CEO’S CIRCLE

CHAIR’S CLUB

AMBASSADOR

AMBASSADOR

AMBASSADOR

250

GBP

LIMITED TO 200

500

1,000

GBP

LIMITED TO 50

▪ Certified Thinkably Ambassador
badge for use on social media
▪ Regular updates on new initiatives

GBP

LIMITED TO 25

Lifetime subscription

2 lifetime subscriptions

4 lifetime subscriptions

(for own use or to gift away)

Quarterly networking event

Quarterly networking event

Personalised Avatar

Personalised Avatar
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Truett Tate
Chair

Dean Horridge
CEO

Thinkably gives children the opportunity to
address a wide variety of topical issues such as
bullying and racism, as well as promoting
creativity and both physical and mental
wellbeing.

If you feel as passionately about the next
chapter of this story as we do, then join us in
helping children understand their world!
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CONTACT DETAILS :
Truett Tate

Dean Horridge

chair@thesocialbookclub.com
+1 (516) 220 7159

dean@thesocialbookclub.com
+44 7956 986573

Chair – Thinkably

CEO - Thinkably

